The rise of online academic courses and materials, spurred by the COVID-19 pandemic, has raised interest in the trade-offs of virtual versus in-person education. Much of the prior research has shown that students are less successful with an online modality (Figlio, Rush, and Yin 2013; Joyce et al. 2015; Alpert, Couch, and Harmon 2016; Kofed et al., forthcoming) but that technology can facilitate access to educational opportunities that would otherwise be out of reach (Goodman, Melkers, and Pallais 2019). However, there is little evidence on the efficacy of online delivery of supplemental or enrichment programming. Such programs may not suffer from the same pitfalls as traditional education programming delivered online since they serve a highly motivated population. This paper directly tests this premise using a randomized controlled trial to contrast similar summer programs created to increase representation in STEM fields but provided as residential experiences versus primarily online. These STEM summer programs are run by and centered at the host institution (HI), an elite technical university, and serve high-achieving students, the majority of whom come from underrepresented minority (URM) backgrounds.

We find that only fully residential experiences produce large gains in STEM degree production. Even a relatively short residential program during high school increases persistence in STEM fields years later, suggesting a potentially profound role for in-person enrichment on major and career choices. Both the residential and online programs increase attendance at and graduation from competitive institutions. We could not fully attribute the differences in impacts to having in-person versus online college guidance programming because the online program also included several days of in-person college application–related events. However, these results suggest that even a few days of in-person college guidance with online supplementation can be highly effective for some outcomes of interest.

I. STEM Summer Programs at the Host Institution

Many organizations run STEM pipeline programs to address racial disparities in STEM education and careers, including the federal government (Granovskiy 2018), nonprofit organizations, and colleges and universities. The HI is one such institution, and it supports an office devoted to outreach programs to increase diversity in
STEM fields; we refer to this unit as the “outreach office.” In the period we study (the summers of 2014–2016), the outreach office fielded three summer programs that varied in their length and modality (residential versus online). All of the summer programs aimed to diversify the STEM workforce and increase access to STEM careers by exposing students to high-achieving peers, STEM mentors, STEM curriculum, tours of a college campus and research facilities, and college admissions information. The programs are free to students (funded by the HI, in some cases via specific gifts) except for transportation to and from the HI. The three programs are:

- **Six-week program (residential, 80 students/year):** The six-week program mimicked the first year of college at the HI, with rigorous STEM-focused coursework and students living in dorms at the HI. In addition, students took tours of labs and workspaces at the HI; attended workshops with leaders of industry, academics, and admissions officers; and interacted with teaching assistants who are current college students. Students also visited STEM-focused companies and workplaces.

- **One-week program (residential, 75–120 students/year):** The one-week program was designed to expose students to a similar experience as the six-week program in a shorter time frame. Participants enrolled in a one-week STEM-focused enrichment course and also participated in similar complementary programming as in the six-week program.

- **Online program (150–175 students/year):** The online treatment used an online course platform to interact with students over six months, with a short visit to the HI campus during the summer. The online summer program provided top-down content in the form of videos, articles, or webinars, as well as small-group mentoring and interaction. Students also completed project-based engineering assignments. The campus visit was four to five days, during which students presented their projects, attended college admissions panels, and met their classmates in person.

- **Control condition:** Students randomly assigned to the control condition also applied to the HI’s summer programs but were not offered a chance to participate. According to surveys collected for this study, some of these students participated in alternative STEM summer programming. Many work or study over the summer.

For the purposes of this study, we combine the six-week and one-week programs into a single group, called “residential,” to focus on the contrast between programs that are entirely in person with those that are primarily online.

### II. Data, Research Design, and Estimation

#### A. Data

The analysis examines college application and admissions information from the HI and college enrollment information from the National Student Clearinghouse (NSC). The outreach office provided program applications with background information on applicants, applicant ratings, and details on program offers and participation. The NSC also reports information on graduation and majors. We observe college outcomes up to the spring of 2023 (see online Appendix Figure A.1 for outcome timing), which allow us to observe college graduation within six years of high school graduation, assuming on-time progress.

#### B. Research Design

All applicants from 2014 to 2016 were admitted via conditional random assignment (Cohodes, Ho, and Robles 2022a). The application was similar to those used for college admissions; for example, they included essays and letters of recommendation. With an initial screening, the applicant pool was narrowed to about 700 students in the target populations for the program with sufficient academic preparation. These students were rated by selection committees made up of program stakeholders, community members, and affiliates with long-standing ties to the outreach office. The selection committees ranked applicants in terms of suitability for the six-week program and provided separate scores for academic preparation and personal circumstances, taking into account factors that may have limited access to STEM in the applicant’s background.
The HI institutional research office used these scores to create a weighted ranking variable that accounted for these factors, as well as geography (to ensure broad geographic representation in the program), and then used this ranking variable to separate applicants into two groups: the highest rated group (Block 1) and the next rated group (Block 2), which had slightly lower rankings but was still suitable for the programs. To ensure gender balance in the programs, there were different ranking cutoffs for girls and boys. The institutional research office then conducted randomization within these blocks, so that applicants in Block 1 were randomized among the three programs and applicants in Block 2 were randomized to the online program or a control group. This procedure met the outreach office’s preference for the highest-ranked students to be offered program seats while still allowing for randomization. A more detailed description of the selection and randomization processes is provided in Cohodes, Ho, and Robles (2022b) and its online Appendix, which includes details on some slight deviations from this randomization structure in the 2014 cohort.

This design enables two comparisons that rely solely on random assignment: (i) a comparison between residential programs (the six-week or one-week program) and the online program, taking advantage of the underlying random assignment in Block 1, and (ii) a comparison between the online program and control group, using the underlying random assignment in Block 2. We pool the two residential programs into one group in the main analysis, with estimates that separate the programs available in online Appendix Tables A.3 and A.4.

C. Estimation

We use random assignment to program offers to estimate the causal effect of assignment to either a residential or an online STEM summer program. We first compare students who are randomly assigned to either a residential program or an online program and interpret it as the treatment effect of residency compared to a program that is mostly online:

\[ Y_i = \beta R_i + \sum_j \delta_j R_{ij} + X_i \gamma + \epsilon_i. \]

We also compare applicants randomly assigned to the online program to a control group, as follows:

\[ Y_i = \beta_o O_{i} + \sum_j \lambda_j R_{ij} + X_i \omega + \eta_i. \]

In each case, \( Y_i \) is an outcome of interest for applicant \( i \), such as graduation, and \( Residential_i \) and \( Online_i \) are indicators for random assignment to an offer of treatment for a residential or online program. The \( \beta \) coefficients reveal intent-to-treat estimates of program offers. In the case of equation (1), \( \beta \) shows the difference between applicants offered a residential program and those offered an online program, and in equation (2), \( \beta_o \) shows the difference between applicants offered the online program and those assigned to a control group. In both cases, these are intent-to-treat estimates, with most students attending their assigned program. To increase precision, we include a vector of student-level control variables, \( X_i \), including GPA, standardized math scores, race/ethnicity, and free and reduced-price lunch status. To account for differences across program years, preferences for the programs to enroll equal numbers of boys and girls, and regional preferences, we include randomization strata, \( R_{ij} \). Randomization strata are mutually exclusive indicators for each group created by gender, regional priority, and program year. Regional priorities occur to increase geographic diversity and to make sure there are sufficient students for location-specific funding opportunities. Program offers are randomized within these strata. We use heteroskedasticity robust standard errors.

In contrast to our estimation strategy in Cohodes, Ho, and Robles (2022b), we rely only on pure randomization for our estimates of program effects here and do not directly compare the residential programs to the control group. We show in panel A of online Appendix Tables A.1 and A.2 that randomization resulted in study arms that were very similar in terms of their demographic characteristics and academic credentials. In panel B, we show that all students are equally likely to appear in the NSC data used for follow-up. In both cases, this is reassuring that randomization was successful and resulted in quite similar groups. To generate estimates of the residential program in contrast to the control group—a comparison we do not have a direct...
The estimated effects of the programs on on-time graduation for any four-year college are positive but not statistically significant (about 3 percentage points each for online compared to control and residential compared to online, and 6 percentage points for residential compared to control). The effects on on-time graduation at competitive four-year colleges are slightly larger.
but significant at the 10 percent level only for the contrast between residential programs and the control group (about 10 percentage points). Similarly, the estimated program impacts on on-time graduation with a STEM degree are positive but not statistically significant except for the additive effect of the residential and online programs where there is a 10 percentage point increase in on-time graduation with a STEM degree (significant at the 10 percent level).

Greater effects on graduation emerge when we turn to six-year graduation, the college completion metric prioritized by the National Center for Education Statistics. In comparison to the control group, the online program increased six-year graduation from any four-year college by 4 percentage points (significant at the 10 percent level) and from competitive institutions by 9 percentage points. While the estimates are positive, the residential programs do not seem to significantly build on this graduation advantage in comparison to the online program. Residential effects are about 3 percentage points for any college and 4 percentage points for competitive colleges; neither are statistically significant. The additive effect of the residential program over the control group in six-year graduation rates at competitive institutions is over 13 percentage points and is statistically significant.

A difference in STEM attainment also emerges when we observe six-year graduation. Compared to the online program, the residential programs increase STEM degree attainment by year 6 by 9 percentage points and is significant at the 10 percent level. In contrast, the online program only leads the control group by 3 percentage points (not significant). The additive effect of the residential program on STEM degree attainment compared to the control group is 12 percentage points and is statistically significant.

IV. Conclusion

Both the online and residential programs are similarly effective at boosting six-year graduation, with especially large gains at competitive colleges. However, when it comes to the key goal of generating new STEM degrees, the residential programs have an advantage. Residential programs are more expensive than online programs, with back-of-the-envelope estimates of program costs around $15,000 per student for the six-week program and $2,000 per student for the one-week and online programs. However, the one-week and online programs rely on the infrastructure of the six-week program, making it difficult to estimate costs in the absence of the six-week program. Optimal program design thus depends on the goals of the policymakers and hosting institutions.
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